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Oh, oh, oh 
Yeah, yeah, yeah 
Turn on a light inside your eyes 
You got me inspired every time 
I wanna jump, I wanna scream 
I wanna do so many crazy things! 
On top of the world, so much I could ride 
I am at the hard times pass me by 
A feet on the ground I gave up my wings 
I'm looking assuring, and you make me say 

Chorus: 
Baby, it's a pretty boy 
Bring your wholeâ€¦ with me 
I wanna make you happy, 
I wanna feel the magic 
I'm standing on the edge of 
A cliff I never known before 
I wanna dive into the water 
Soak it up, soak it up, up, up 

â€¦thoughts,â€¦ on my lies 
Doing beyond that's from a previous life 
I know it's gonna be a beautiful day 
I kiss my gun and see what'sâ€¦ 

Chorus: 
Baby, it's a pretty boy 
Bring your wholeâ€¦ with me 
I wanna make you happy, 
I wanna feel the magic 
I'm standing on the edge of 
A cliff I never known before 
I wanna dive into the water 
Soak it up, soak it up 
Soak it up, soak it up, oh, oh 

Baby, it's a pretty boy 
Bring your wholeâ€¦ with me 
I wanna make you happy, 
I wanna feel the magic 
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I'm standing on the edge of 
A cliff I never known before 
I wanna dive into the water 
Soak it up, soak it up, yeah, yeah 
Soak it up, soak it up, oh, oh 
Oh, oh, oh, oh
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